Light subunit of neurofilament triplet protein in the cerebrospinal fluid after subthalamic nucleus stimulation for Parkinson's disease.
Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) levels of neurofilament triplet protein (NFL), a non-specific marker of neuronal damage, are normal in Parkinson's disease (PD) but increased after brain trauma and in several neurological disorders. Using longitudinal CSF-NFL measurements as an indicator of neuronal damage, this study investigated the impact of deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) on the brain, directly following the surgical intervention and in chronically treated patients with PD. CSF-NFL levels were measured consecutively in eight patients with PD before and after STN-DBS treatment. CSF-NFL levels were normal prior to STN-DBS and increased sharply during the first 2 weeks post-operatively, but normalized after 12 months or more. The STN-DBS procedure leads to an acute but limited neuronal damage, as expected. However, normal CSF-NFL levels at 12 months post-operatively and beyond suggest the absence of any long-term neuronal damage caused by long-term STN-DBS stimulation.